1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Two-photon (2P) excitation microscopy has opened up new avenues for biomedical investigations in living tissues \[[@r1],[@r2]\]. Superior properties of 2P microscopy, including intrinsic sectioning ability that obviates the need for a confocal pinhole, increased penetration depth in light-scattering media through the use of a longer wavelength (red or infrared) excitation laser, and reduced out-of-focus photobleaching, make it an indispensable tool for high-resolution imaging of structures in thick tissues and in live animals. Although many applications have been reported using bulky, bench-top 2P microscopes to image outer tissue layers \[[@r3]\], there is a clear need for a miniaturized and flexible 2P endoscope that would allow imaging of inner organs \[[@r4]--[@r7]\]. Driven by this need, 2P endoscopy has advanced rapidly, benefiting from improvements in optical fibers and micro-optical and micro-mechanical components \[[@r6],[@r8]\].

Many advances in 2P endoscopy have been reported in the last decade \[[@r9]--[@r14]\]. Most endoscope designs involve three key components: micro-optics used for imaging, optical fibers used for efficient laser delivery and signal collection, and miniaturized scanning devices. The micro-sized imaging optics usually consist of either gradient-index (GRIN) lenses or compound lenses \[[@r15]\]. Several types of optical fibers have been used for construction of endoscopes, including single mode fibers \[[@r16]\], conventional double cladding fibers \[[@r13],[@r17]\], photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) \[[@r12],[@r18],[@r19]\], and two-fiber systems consisting of one hollow core PCF for laser delivery and another multimode fiber for fluorescence signal collection \[[@r14],[@r20]\]. The two prevailing choices for the scanning unit are microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) based on small scanning mirrors \[[@r12]\] and mechanically scanned fiber cantilevers driven by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) \[[@r13],[@r21]\]. Some endoscopes avoid introducing a compact scanner by using long cylindrical GRIN relay lenses \[[@r6],[@r22]\] or a coherent fiber bundle \[[@r9]\] to project the laser focus. With these designs, the laser focus is scanned by bulky components located outside of the endoscope, at the cost of flexibility and resolution. Among the various designs, light-weight and catheter-like 2P endoscopes employing PZT-driven fiber cantilever scanners and GRIN lenses have been demonstrated to be advantageous over other endoscopy technologies in terms of size, weight, and flexibility \[[@r4],[@r13],[@r14],[@r19]\]. Despite these advances, few clinical or biological applications of 2P endoscopes for tissue imaging have been reported \[[@r14],[@r17]\], largely because of the challenges of efficient fluorescence signal collection \[[@r15]\]. Especially for applications involving intrinsically weak autofluorescence signals, as, for example, from NADH \[[@r23]\], the signal-to-noise level of fiber-based endoscopy is still far from satisfactory.

Here we report the design and construction of a miniaturized, fiber-based 2P endoscope, intended for real-time imaging of the aqueous outflow pathway, including the trabecular meshwork (TM) in the eye. The TM is the primary site for regulation of the normal bulk flow of the aqueous humor \[[@r24],[@r25]\]. Abnormalities in the structure and function of the aqueous outflow pathway, including the TM, are considered to be one of the major reasons for elevated intraocular pressure in primary angle open glaucoma \[[@r24]\]. A real-time imaging tool is needed in this field because conventional histological methods are plagued with artifacts introduced during the tissue-fixing procedure that have led to confusion and debate in the ophthalmological literature \[[@r26],[@r27]\]. Recently, 2P microscopy has been shown to be a promising tool for investigating the structure and function of the aqueous outflow pathway \[[@r28]--[@r30]\]. Using this approach to image living eye tissues with commercially available 2P microscopes is impractical, however, because such instruments require the subject to be immobilized and affixed to a glass slide mounted on the microscope stage \[[@r30]\]. The flexibility of a compact catheter-type 2P probe promises to overcome these obstacles by allowing *ab interno* imaging of the eye.

In order to explore the feasibility of employing 2P endoscopy for *ex vivo* study of the aqueous outflow pathway using an anterior segment perfusion culture system of the eye, we constructed a light-weight, catheter-like microscope and demonstrated its capability for imaging human TM. The miniaturized microscope consists of a PZT-driven resonant fiber scanner, a silica double cladding fiber, and three doublet achromatic lenses. Different lens configuration and fiber options were investigated during the construction of the instrument in order to obtain good spatial resolution and high fluorescence collection efficiency. Doublet chromatic lenses and a double cladding fiber were chosen for the instrument primarily to enhance its fluorescence signal collection efficiency, as compared with that obtained with other 2P microscopes \[[@r13],[@r14],[@r17]\]. In particular, three achromatic doublet lenses were used instead of GRIN lenses to reduce achromatic aberration \[[@r31]\]. A silica double cladding fiber with a high numerical aperture (NA) in the inner cladding was selected to optimize the balance among the signal collection efficiency, imaging resolution, and autofluorescence background inside the fiber. Simple methods are demonstrated in this paper to reduce image distortions that are inherent with resonant fiber scanner imaging modalities. Optimization of the signal to noise level enabled us to obtain good 2P images of human TM tissue, thereby laying the foundation for further *ex vivo* or *in vivo* investigation of the aqueous humor outflow pathway.

This paper is organized as follows. Details of the instrument design are presented in the following section. The performance of its various components and the motivation behind their design are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the application of the endoscope to imaging of the TM tissue *in vitro*. Suggestions for future improvements and a summary are presented in the final two sections.

2. Instrument Design {#sec1-2}
====================

The overall design of the 2P endoscope is illustrated schematically in [Fig. 1(a)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Schematic setup of the two-photon excitation fluorescence endoscope (a), structure of the piezoelectric actuator (b), drive waveform for a spiral scan of the fiber distal tip (c), and photograph of the assembled 2P microscope probe (d).. Ultrashort 35 fs, 800 nm laser pulses, generated from a commercial mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra Physics), are steered by a 45° dichroic mirror (650dcspxr, Chroma) and coupled into the core of a 1.1 m long double cladding optical fiber (P-6/125DC, Liekki) by a 0.4 NA objective (M-20X, Newport) and then focused at the image plane by an assembly of three miniature doublet achromatic lenses having diameters of 2 mm (one component of NT65-569, f = 6 mm, and two components of NT65-567, f = 3 mm, Edmund Optics). Before the dichroic mirror, the laser pulses pass through a grating pair (600 lines/mm, Newport) to pre-compensate for dispersion introduced by the fiber, which we estimate to be approximately 37,000 fs^2^ . Fluorescence emitted from the sample mounted on a 3D translation stage (462-XYZ-SD, Newport) is collected in the backwards direction by the same lenses and coupled into the inner cladding and core of the fiber. After passing through the dichroic mirror and a short pass filter (E700SP, Chroma), the fluorescence signal is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT, H7422P, Hamamatsu) and digitized by a data acquisition card (PCI6115, National Instruments). Scanning of the laser focus is achieved by moving the distal tip of the fiber, which was driven by a custom-designed piezoelectric actuator (1.5 mm of outer diameter, Physik Instrumente). The piezoelectric transducer holding the fiber and focusing lenses is enclosed in a 25 mm length of stainless steel 12-gauge hypodermic-needle tubing having an outer diameter of 2.8 mm. The working distance of the probe is 420 μm. A photograph of the assembled probe is shown in [Fig. 1(d)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}.

The outer surface of the PZT is divided into four equal strips, each connected to an electrode \[[Fig. 1(b)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}\] \[[@r21]\], with the inner surface of the PZT serving as a common ground. The actuator is deflected along either the y- or x-axis when a voltage is applied across the corresponding pair of electrodes (A-B or C-D), with one electrode in each pair having a positive voltage and the other a negative voltage. The quadrant segment design enables the actuator to be deflected in two orthogonal directions (x and y). The fiber is threaded through and attached to the PZT with a 10 mm long cantilever arm starting from the end of the PZT. Scanning of the fiber is realized by deflecting the PZT at the mechanical resonant frequency of the distal tip of the fiber, typically 820 Hz in the present setup. Cyclic scanning is generated by applying two sinusoidal voltage wave forms with a nominally 90° degree phase lag between the two channels of the actuator.

To obtain two dimensional images, expanding spiral scanning patterns are imposed on the fiber cantilever by using sinusoidal driving voltages with linearly varying amplitudes, which are generated by an arbitrary function generator (AFG3022B, Tektronics) and amplified by piezo driver modules (E-835, Physik Instrumente). Because the function generator has only two channels, a two-channel voltage-inverting operational amplifier was built to provide additional drive signals of opposite sign. Two in-phase waveforms of opposite sign were used as the drive signals for each channel of the PZT. The voltage pair for each channel is provided by the original output of one channel of the function generator and its inverted waveform generated by the operational amplifier. The driving waveforms are shown in [Fig. 1(c)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}. The first half cycle of the driving waveform is used to generate expanding cycles for construction of a frame image with 200 x 200 pixels. The second half of the waveform is used to reset and settle the fiber and to provide the time needed for data acquisition. The diameter of the scanning pattern of the fiber distal tip, which determined the field of view of the images, is controlled by varying the amplitude of the driving voltage. The frame rate, which is determined by the resonant frequency of the fiber distal tip, is 1.1 frames/second for the instrument reported here. Although the imaging speed can be increased easily by using a shorter fiber cantilever, thereby increasing the resonant frequency \[[@r32]\], we prefer this low speed because of the decreased signal/noise ratio at higher scan rates. A home-developed computer interface is used for fiber scanning, signal detection, and image display.

3. Design Criteria and Performance of the Endoscope {#sec1-3}
===================================================

3.1. Focusing Optics {#sec2-1}
--------------------

As a key component of the endoscope, the imaging optics focus the laser beam onto the object and collect the resulting fluorescence. The focal length, NA, and optical aberration of the lenses determine the resolution and fluorescence collection efficiency of the probe. While constructing the endoscope, we tested three types of micro-lenses, namely GRIN, aspherical, and doublet achromatic lenses (and combinations of these lenses), all of which were obtained commercially. Specifically, we tested the following configurations: (i) a single GRIN lens (LGI630-2, 0.25 pitch, Newport), (ii), an aspheric lens (354430-A, 0.15 NA, Thorlabs) plus a GRIN lens (LGI630-1, 0.23 pitch, Newport), and (iii) a combination of three achromatic doublet lenses (Edmund Optics). The schematic setups for the three lens configurations are shown in [Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Schematic drawing of the three lens configurations. O: Objective plane (fiber end surface); P1: objective principle plane; P2: image principle plane; I: image plane. (a), L: 0.25 pitch GRIN lens; (b), L1: 0.15 NA aspheric lens, L2: 0.23 pitch GRIN lens; (c), L1: doublet lens with focal length of 6 mm; L2, L3: doublet lenses with focal length of 3 mm., [2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} and [2(c)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Comparing the performance of the instrument using these lenses, we found that an assembly of three achromatic lenses gives the best resolution and signal collection efficiency. The lenses have focal lengths of 6, 3, and 3 mm and a common diameter of 2 mm. The 6 mm focal length lens, with its convex surface facing the fiber output, serves as a collimator to transform the diverging laser beam into a parallel one. The distance between the fiber tip and the lens is approx. 6 mm, which matches the focal length of the lens. The two 3 mm lenses are mounted with their flat surfaces pressed against each other. This combination of two lenses functions as an objective to focus the collimated laser beam. The single lens collimator and double lens objective comprise an infinite conjugate optical imaging configuration \[[@r33]\]. In this case, the distance between the 6 mm lens and the 3 mm lens pair was adjustable, allowing the length of the probe to be adapted to specific applications. In our current instrument, with which the images reported here were obtained, this distance is 1 mm. Although GRIN and micro-aspherical lenses with higher NAs can provide better resolution, as shown in the following sections, their severe chromatic effects make them less suitable for a 2P endoscope \[[@r15],[@r31]\], especially when used for live tissue applications having a weak autofluorescence signal.

3.2. Resolution and Field of View {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------

The resolution of a microscope is defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function (PSF) \[[@r34]\]. Since the excitation probability for 2P fluorescence varies quadratically with the illuminating intensity, the PSF of the 2P probe also varies as the square of the laser intensity distribution. The latter is determined by a convolution of the fiber output laser intensity distribution and the impulse response of the focusing optics \[[@r35]\]. The present instrument has a non-confocal detection geometry because most of the fluorescence signal is collected by the inner cladding of the fiber. The diameter of the inner cladding is more than one order of magnitude larger than the fiber core, allowing it to be treated approximately as an infinite size detector. For simplicity, we approximate the laser intensity distribution at the focus as a Gaussian-Lorentzian spatial profile with widths *ω~0~* and *z~0~* in the radial and axial dimensions, respectively, assuming the laser output from the fiber core is a TEM00 mode Gaussian beam \[[@r36]\], and without considering the diffraction effects of the finite aperture size of the lenses. (More rigorous calculations presented below justify this model.) Based on these approximations, the diameter of laser focus, *D~l~*, after transformation by the focusing lenses, is given by$$D_{l} = MD_{fc},$$where *D~fc~* is the diameter of the fiber core, and *M* is the magnification ratio of the imaging lenses. The core diameter is taken to be the approximate mode-field diameter of the fiber. Here and in throughout the paper the refractive index of air is assumed. Based on the paraxial approximation, the magnification of an imaging system is given by$M = d_{2}/d_{1},$where *d~1~* and *d~2~* are the distances from the object plane to the object principle plane and from the image plane to the image principle plane, respectively. In the case of our three doublet lenses, shown in [Fig. 2(c)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, the object plane is the fiber output surface (its distal tip), and the image plane is the focal plane. Considering the infinite conjugate configuration of the focusing lenses, the magnification of the instrument is given by \[[@r33]\]$$M = f_{2}/f_{1},$$where *f~1~* = 6 mm is the focal length of the collimator, and *f~2~* is the effective focal length of the objective consisting of the two 3 mm lenses, calculated to be 2.6 mm. Based on this information, we find that the calculated waist *ω~0~* of the laser focus is 1.3 μm. For a Gaussian distribution, the FWHM of the focus is given by${\lbrack 2\ln(2)\rbrack}^{1/2}\omega_{0}$, which equals 1.5 μm. Theoretically, the FWHM for 2P excitation is $2^{- 1/2}$times the laser FWHM. The calculated lateral resolution is therefore 1.1 μm, and the calculated axial resolution is 8.3 μm. Using the same analysis, the lateral resolutions of the other two lens configurations are 1.1 μm for the single GRIN lens \[[Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}\] and 0.83 μm for the aspheric lens plus GRIN lens combination \[[Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}\]. The magnification ratio of the single GRIN lens setup is 0.43, the same as for the three doublet lenses configuration, with the objective distance d~1~ set at 6.2 mm. The magnification ratio may be decreased so as to increase the resolution with this configuration \[[@r13]\]. Doing so, however, will decrease the fluorescence collection efficiency significantly, as shown by ref. 37 and our calculation. The magnification ratio of the aspheric lens plus GRIN lens, configured as an infinite conjugate setup, is 0.33.

The resolution of the endoscope was measured by imaging layers of fluorescent micro-beads randomly deposited onto the surface of a microscope slide. [Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Two-photon images of fluorescent spheres with diameters of 10 μm (a), 3.0-3.4μm (b), and 1μm (c), obtained with the endoscope. Scale bars are 20 μm. shows images for several different diameter beads. [Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Fluorescence intensity distributions (open circles) of a 1μm fluorescent bead along the x (panel a) and z (panel b) directions, measured with the endoscope. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of the fitted Gaussian curves (solid red traces passing through the points) are 1.5 μm and 9.2 μm, which indicate the lateral and axial resolutions of the system, respectively. The computed point spread functions (solid blue curves), and the convolutions (black dashes) of the point spread functions and the beads profiles show the theoretical simulations. shows the measured fluorescent intensity distribution in (a) the lateral direction for a 0.5 μm diameter bead and (b) the axial direction for a 1 μm diameter bead. Gaussian fits to the data show that the FWHMs of the intensity profiles are 1.5 μm and 9.2 μm in the lateral and axial directions, respectively. Because the sizes of the beads are much smaller than the measured FWHM in each direction, these numbers may be considered to be the actual resolutions of the system.

The PSFs of the system and convolutions of the bead fluorescence were evaluated numerically using the theoretical diffraction field for a Gaussian beam focused by a finite aperture lens \[[@r36]\]. The results, plotted in [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"}, give FWHM values of 9.1 μm and 1.2 μm in the axial and radial directions, respectively, in good agreement with our simple model. The deviations between the measurements and calculations may be due to optical aberrations of the lenses and the imperfect mode of the fiber, which were not included in the calculation. Although the resolutions are a little poorer than those of bench-top 2P microscopes with large NA objectives, they are still sufficient to resolve structures of the TM, as shown later in this paper.

The diameter of the field of view (FOV) of the endoscope is given by$$D_{FOV} = MD_{scan},$$where M is given by [Eq. (2)](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and *D~scan~* is the diameter of the largest spiral scan trajectory. [Equations (1)](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(3)](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"} show that there is a tradeoff between resolution and FOV. Considering these two competing properties of the instrument, we found a magnification ratio in the range of 0.3-0.5 to be acceptable. With the current magnification of 0.43, we obtain a FOV of 150 μm. Although larger values of the FOV may be obtained by increasing *D~scan~*, we observed that the signal intensity is greatly reduced at the outer part of the image for a FOV larger than 150 μm. When the FOV is smaller than 150 μm, we found the signal intensity drops proportionally to the distance from the center, which can be explained by the faster linear velocity at the periphery than at the center. This effect was confirmed by translating a known object across the field of view. However, the faster decrease in signal intensity for a FOV \>150 μm could be the result of a restricted clear aperture of the micro-lenses.

3.3. Fluorescence Signal Collection Efficiency {#sec2-3}
----------------------------------------------

As has been experienced by several other researchers, the fluorescence signal collection efficiency is a challenging problem for fiber-based endoscopes, depending strongly on the parameters of the fiber and focusing lens \[[@r13],[@r15],[@r19]\]. GRIN lenses are generally used in endoscopes because of their compact size and high NA. Chromatic aberration of GRIN lenses is a serious problem \[[@r15],[@r31]\], however, that is exacerbated in 2P imaging, where the wavelength difference between the fluorescence and the excitation laser is much larger than for linear excitation. A systematic study of this problem showed that the fluorescence collection efficiency of a single GRIN lens system can vary several-fold, depending on the optical arrangement and effective NA of the lens \[[@r37]\]. Moreover, this study found that increasing the resolution of the system degraded the collection efficiency even further. In another study, Wu et al. \[[@r15]\] replaced the GRIN lens with a compound lens. Using a delicate multimode fiber collector, they obtained an order of magnitude improvement of the collection efficiency by compensating for chromatic losses of the lenses.

In our experiments, we explored the possibility of using doublet achromatic lenses, each of which consists of two optical components cemented together to compensate for on-axis spherical and chromatic aberrations. We found that that the fluorescence signal level could be increased by 6-20 times as compared to the performance of a single GRIN lens by using an assembly of three achromatic doublet lenses. To investigate the chromatic effects of different lenses, we calculated the focal shift and the resulting decrease in fluorescence detection efficiency as functions of wavelength. (The focal shift is defined with respect to the fiber tip, which lies at the geometric focus of the laser.) The results are shown in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Calculated chromatic effects of different lens configurations: (a) shift in the focal point with respect to the fiber tip and (b) change in the fluorescence collection efficiency as functions of fluorescence wavelength. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves correspond to the three doublet lens, single GRIN lens, and GRIN + aspheric lens configurations, respectively.. In these calculations, the change in focal length caused by chromatic aberration of the lenses was obtained using thin lens equation for conventional lenses and Eq. (9) in \[[@r38]\] for GRIN lenses. Here we took the inner cladding diameter of the fiber as 100 μm for all three cases. These calculations show that there is a negligible loss of fluorescence collection efficiency for the three doublet lens configuration, whereas the other two configurations suffer severe chromatic losses.

The absolute fluorescence collection efficiency of the three doublet lens configuration is approx. 5%, ignoring chromatic effects and losses from the optical elements and the fiber. Although high NA (\>0.3) micro-size doublet lenses, such as the 2 mm diameter ones used in our work, could be difficult to manufacture as a single element, an assembly of two or three of these lenses can provide sufficient resolution, as shown by our results. In summary, in addition to the multimode collector splicing method \[[@r15]\], use of doublet achromatic lenses is shown to be a good choice for improving the signal collection efficiency in 2P excitation endoscopy.

3.4. Selection of the Fiber {#sec2-4}
---------------------------

Selection of an appropriate fiber, which is responsible for laser delivery and fluorescence signal collection, is of great importance in the design of miniature endoscopes. Several types of fibers have been reported as options for the construction of an endoscope \[[@r4]\], including single mode (conventional or large mode) fibers \[[@r16]\], silica double cladding fibers \[[@r13]\], and photonic crystal fibers \[[@r19]\]. Among them, the single mode fiber has been proven to be the least efficient in terms of fluorescence signal collection because of its low NA and small mode field diameter \[[@r39]\], although it does provide the best imaging resolution \[[@r16]\]. The situation is even worse for 2P excitation, where achromatic effects are much stronger because of the large difference between the excitation and fluorescence wavelengths. Consequently, the single mode fiber is not a good choice for single fiber 2P endoscopy, especially for application to tissue imaging, where high fluorescence collection efficiency is required. A hollow-core single mode PCF is frequently mentioned as an ideal option for high-power, ultrashort pulse delivery, but it cannot be used in a single-fiber-based endoscope to facilitate simultaneous pulse delivery and backward signal collection because of its narrow bandwidth (typically only tens of nanometers), unless a second fiber is employed in parallel for signal collection \[[@r4],[@r14]\].

Double cladding fibers based on either ion doped silica or photonic structures, consisting of a single mode core (for laser delivery) and a multimode inner cladding (for fluorescence collection), have been employed to increase the collection efficiency by one to two orders of magnitude, while providing resolution comparable to that of a single mode fiber \[[@r13],[@r18],[@r39]\]. In our experiments, we tested four types of double clad fibers, namely the P6/125DC, P10/125DC (both from Liekki), the SMM900 (Fibercore), and a photonic crystal fiber (DC-165-16, Crystal Fibre A/S1). The physical properties of these fibers are listed in [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} Table 1Comparison of the parameters of different double cladding fibers**FibersCore diameterCore NAInner clad diameterInner clad NA**P6/125DC5.5 ± 0.50.15 ± 0.01125 ± 2\>0.46P10/125DC10 ± 10.08 ± 0.01125 ± 2\>0.46SMM9004.0 ± 0.50.19 ± 0.1102 ± 20.26 ± 0.02DC-165-1616 ± 20.04163 ± 50.61 ± 0.05. We found that the DC-165-16 gave the best signal collection efficiency, while the others had smaller, comparable efficiencies. Geometrically, the fluorescence collection efficiency is proportional to the ratio of the diameter of the inner cladding to the beam diameter at the fiber tip, provided that the divergence of the beam is smaller than the NA of the inner cladding, which is the case of our experiments. The higher collection efficiency of the PCF is readily attributable to its larger inner cladding diameter and higher NA, as compared to the other three silica fibers. In terms of resolution, however, the PCF gave the poorest performance because it has the largest core diameter. The dependence of resolution on fiber core diameter is described by [Eq. (1)](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Balancing the tradeoff between resolution and collection efficiency, we found the P6/125DC to be the optimum fiber for 2P excitation endoscopy. Although another option, the P4/126DC fiber, could provide better resolution than the P6/125DC, its autofluoresence background is problematic \[[@r40]\]. A similar problem was manifested with the SM900 fiber. In terms of resolution, the large core single mode fibers are also poor choices for 2P excitation endoscopy \[[@r41]\].

3.5. Fiber Scanning and Suppression of Image Distortion {#sec2-5}
-------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned previously, the compact, simple and inexpensive, resonant fiber scanner is a promising option for construction of flexible 2P endoscopes. A drawback of this method, however, is distortions in images obtained with a resonant scanning fiber, which must be treated carefully \[[@r13],[@r14]\]. The main distortions are stretching of the image and swelling of the center of the image caused by deviations between the actual fiber motion and the predicted trajectory defined by the driving signals \[[@r14]\]. The resonant properties of the fiber cantilever are a major source of these deviations. For example, the resonant frequencies of the two orthogonal channels differ because of the inhomogeneous geometry of the fiber, which produces a cylindrical scan when driven by equal voltages in the two channels, as shown in [Fig. 6(a)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Scanning pattern of the laser focus obtained by applying constant amplitude sinusoidal waveforms to the two channels of the PZT. The relative phases between the two drive signals are (a) 90° and (b) 50°. \[[@r14]\]. This effect stretches the images. Two methods have been proposed to overcome this problem. One approach is to track the trajectory of the scanning fiber with a position-sensitive detector to create a look-up table \[LUT\], which is used to remap the pixel positions and correct for the distortions \[[@r14]\]. The other method is to modify the geometry of the fiber surface by means of selective etching to adjust the mechanical properties of the fiber cantilever \[[@r42]\].

Considering the complexities in applying either of these two methods, we explored the feasibility of reducing image stretching by simply controlling the drive signals. As shown by our experiments ([Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}), the elliptical scan orbit can be corrected to a circular trajectory by altering the driving voltages or the relative phases between the two channels. In practice we found changing the phase to be the better choice, because varying the voltages (i.e., decreasing the relative voltage of one of the two channels) decreases the maximum fiber deflection. In the endoscope setup reported here, the relative phase lag between the two channels was adjusted to 50° instead of the expected 90° quadrature. With this simple method, image stretching was mostly eliminated, as shown by the bead images in [Figs. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} and [7(b)](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Two-photon images of 3.0-3.4 μm fluorescent beads obtained with the endoscope before (a) and after (b) removal of the center distortions. (c) and (d) are the waveforms used to drive the PZT to generate images (a) and (b), respectively.. A slight distortion is still discernable, which could be caused by the remaining deviations at different drive amplitudes. The residual distortion might possibly be removed by applying a time-varying phase lag between the two channels.

Another type of distortion encountered in our experiments is a swelling near the center of the image, shown in [Fig. 7(a)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}. This effect is caused by a large deviation of the fiber motion from the trajectory defined by the drive signal below or near a threshold drive voltage. We are referring here to the threshold drive voltage of the PZT needed to excite the resonant vibration of the fiber distal tip. The center swelling was removed by increasing the threshold driving voltage to 1.5 V, as shown [Figs. 7(b)](#g007){ref-type="fig"} and [7(d)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}. By shifting the position of the sample and comparing the corresponding images (in this case, the areas of interest are at different locations within the field of view of the images), we found that no information is lost near the central area after applying this nonzero starting drive signal.

4. Imaging of the Trabecular Meshwork {#sec1-4}
=====================================

Corneoscleral rims including the TM were obtained from donor eyes and fixed with 10% buffered formalin. After rinsing with phosphate buffered saline, the tissue was treated with 4'-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Invitrogen) for nuclear staining. Averages of 50 images were taken because of the low signal to noise ratio (\~3:1), at a laser power of 20 ± 10 mW. The large error bar is due to uncertainty in the determination of the optimum laser profile when an iris is used to block the laser output from the inner cladding \[[@r18]\]. Trabecular beams and cell nuclei are clearly visible, and different tissue structures of the TM, such as the uveal and corneoscleral meshwork, are well resolved with our miniature 2P endoscope ([Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Two-photon endoscopic images from a sequence of human TM z-sections. The depth interval of successive images is 20 μm. Scale bars are 20 μm. Top images show irregularly arranged strands in the uveal meshwork, and bottom images display flat and interacting beams or plates in the corneoscleral meshwork. Nuclei of TM cells were stained with DAPI.). A consequence of using only short pass filters in the system is that the signal generated from the trabecular beams is a combination of autofluorescence of NADH and second harmonic generation (SHG) from collagen beams \[[@r30]\]. The SHG signal is not as strong as might be expected, however, because of the low transmittances of the dichroic mirror and SP filter at 400 nm (60% and 20%, respectively).

These images indicate that, after improvement in resolution and signal collection efficiency, real-time investigation for the structure and function of the aqueous outflow pathway in the eye is feasible with our 2P endoscope.

5. Future Improvements {#sec1-5}
======================

Several techniques could be employed in the future to further improve the endoscope system, including a LUT to remove image distortion \[[@r14]\], a fiber coupler to improve the laser delivery \[[@r19],[@r43]\], active dispersion compensation to obtain the shortest possible pulse duration at the target \[[@r44]\], and better design of the focal lenses. In particular, an active pulse shaping method to compensate for dispersion by the optical components in order to obtain a transform-limited pulse width at the laser focal position, which has already been applied to bench-top 2P microscopy \[[@r45],[@r46]\], could be employed for endoscopes to increase the signal level and image contrast. With the improved signal levels achievable with the above-mentioned techniques, the imaging speed could be increased by increasing the resonant frequency of the scanner, using a short length fiber cantilever \[[@r13]\]. Additional improvement might be achieved by better coupling of the laser pulses into the fiber. It has been reported that coupling the laser into the core of a double cladding fiber inevitably introduces some propagating modes in the inner cladding \[[@r18]\]. The fraction of the laser energy penetrating the inner cladding depends on the design of the coupling optics. One way to suppress laser penetration is to design a double cladding fiber coupler, where one end of the coupler is fusion-spliced to a single-mode fiber that matches the core of the double cladding fiber.

6. Conclusions {#sec1-6}
==============

A versatile, compact, catheter-like, two-photon endoscope was constructed for imaging of tissues. The probe clearly visualized the aqueous outflow pathway, including the trabecular meshwork, of fixed human eyes, indicating its feasibility for real-time investigation. The probe consists of a double cladding fiber, a piezoelectric driven fiber scanner, and an assembly of three achromatic doublet lenses. With the introduction of the doublet micro-lenses, the endoscope has not only micron-level spatial resolution but also significantly reduced chromatic effects, which enhance its fluorescence signal collection efficiency. Selection of an appropriate fiber and methods for reducing image distortion are discussed in detail. Delicate control of the drive signals was demonstrated to be a simple but effective method to suppress the image distortions that are intrinsically associated with resonant fiber scanner based imaging devices.
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